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An electronic device such as a mobile telephone is provided 
(73) Assignee? KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS ELEC' With a reader for reading data from a physical data carrier. 

TRONICS N-V- Physical data carriers are incorporated into accessories of 
the device, for example a telephone carrying case. The act of 

(21) Appl' N05 09/920,039 inserting the telephone into the case causes the reader to read 
_ data from the data carrier and the data is used to im lement 

(22) Flled: Aug‘ 1’ 2001 required device settings of the electronic device. rlphe data 
carrier may be a bar code, RF tag or contact tag. By 

Prior Publication Data providing a number of carrying cases each With its oWn data 
carrier, merely exchanging cases initiates a number of asso 

(15) Correction of Us 2002/0039909 A1 Apr' 4, 2002 ciated device‘ settings ‘to be selected. Each case may be 
See Related Us Application Data_ associated With a particular environment or user context 

allowing the user to alter the behavior of the device to suit 
(65) Us 2002/0039909 A1 Apt 4, 2002 context merely by interchanging carrying case. Data carrier 

may also be provided in other accessories such as car 
Related US, Application Data telephone kits and battery chargers to alter device behavior 

accordingly. Device settings include those Which govern the 
(63) Continuation of application No. 09/635,548, ?led on type of information relayed to the user When the device 

Aug. 10, 2000, noW Pat. No. 6,782,253. receives information from data delivery services. 
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DEVICE CONTROL APPARATUS AND METHOD 

[0001] The present invention relates to an apparatus and 
method for controlling various settings of electronic devices 
such as portable telephones and personal digital assistants, 
and to such a device. 

[0002] With the ever-increasing functionality of devices 
such as mobile telephones and personal digital assistants, 
there is a corresponding increase in the number of possible 
device and user settings that can be chosen. Various attempts 
to assist the user in controlling such a large number of 
possible device settings include arranging settings into a 
hierarchical menu structure through Which the user is able to 
navigate. Use of such menus alloWs settings of a similar 
category to be grouped together and those settings Which are 
more likely to be changed may be placed higher up the menu 
structure so that they can be reached more quickly. 

[0003] Depending on the conteXt of the user of the device, 
particular device settings may be preferred. For eXample, 
When the user of a mobile telephone is at Work, the user may 
only be interested in receiving incoming calls that are Work 
related, in Which case incoming calls Which are not Work 
related should not cause an incoming call alert signal to be 
generated and/or such calls may be re-directed to a message 
ansWering service. In those instances Where a call is indeed 
Work related but the user is in a meeting, it is often desirable 
that the incoming call alert signal should be of a type that 
Will not disturb other people present in the meeting. In such 
an example it may be desirable to set the incoming call alert 
signal to be a visual alert or vibrating alert in preference to 
the more traditional audible alert. 

[0004] It Will be apparent that for a given user conteXt, a 
particular device setting Will normally be favoured each time 
a user ?nds themselves in that conteXt. Furthermore, it Will 
be appreciated that sometimes a particular group of such 
device settings Will be favoured each time a user ?nds 
themselves in that conteXt. 

[0005] In order to assist a user of a mobile telephone 
device With the task of con?guring the device for use in a 
particular environment, it is knoWn to provide the device 
With a feature alloWing the user to change incoming call alert 
type device settings by selecting options that are labelled by 
reference to environment, such as ‘meeting’ or ‘outside’. 
Making the selection ‘outside’ may, for eXample, cause the 
incoming call alert to be an audible alert tone generated at 
one of the devices higher volume settings. Typically, the user 
is assisted in the task of making such selections by providing 
a Way to access the list of available options in a relatively 
straightforWard Way, for eXample by use of a dedicated key 
press sequence or by not burying the options deep Within a 
cascading menu structure. While this approach of altering 
certain device settings goes some Way to assisting a user in 
the task of changing the Way that their device operates, there 
is still the requirement for a user to navigate a user interface 
and make the required settings each time they Wish to 
con?gure the device for a particular environment. 

[0006] It is an object of the present invention to provide a 
Way of controlling one or more setting of an electronic 
device, such as mobile telecommunications equipment, 
Which is easy for the user to understand and to carry out. 

[0007] In accordance With a ?rst aspect of the present 
invention there is provided an apparatus for implementing at 
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least one operational setting of an interactive electronic 
device, said apparatus comprising: 

[0008] reading means for reading information from a 
physical data carrier; 

[0009] processing means for receiving the informa 
tion read from the carrier by the reading means and 
interpreting said read information; and 

[0010] control means responsive to said processing 
means for implementing the at least one operational 
setting. 

[0011] Thus by presenting the physical data carrier to the 
reading means, the apparatus serves to implement the at least 
one operational setting of the device Without the user 
needing to perform the usual sequence of navigating a 
device graphical user interface or the like each time such 
settings need to be made. By including the reading means in 
the device itself, the at least one operational setting can be 
made by presenting the physical data carrier to the device. 

[0012] The information carried in the data carrier may be 
data that speci?es the at least one required device setting 
itself. 

[0013] The information carried in the data carrier may be 
data carrier identity information. In this case the apparatus 
may further comprise association means for associating said 
data carrier identity information With an at least one of the 
required device settings, Wherein receipt of said carrier 
identity information by the processing means initiates imple 
mentation of the said at least one of the device settings. The 
association means may include storage means for holding 
data linking each data carrier identity With at least one 
corresponding device setting. The storage means may be 
provided in the interactive electronic device. 

[0014] The physical data carrier may be provided in the 
form of a radio frequency identi?cation (RFID) tag and said 
reading means is con?gured for interrogating such tags. 
Where the device already includes radio transmission and 
reception equipment, for eXample in the case of ‘mobile’ 
telecommunications equipment, the existing radio transmis 
sion and reception equipment may also serve as the reading 
means. 

[0015] The physical data carrier may include a graphical 
tag having a graphical pattern such as a bar code carrying the 
information in Which case the reading means is con?gured 
for reading such graphical tags. 

[0016] The physical data carrier may be provided in the 
form of a contact tag and said reading means is con?gured 
for reading information from such tags. 

[0017] The physical data carrier may be provided in an 
accessory usable With the interactive electronic device. 

[0018] The physical data carrier may be provided in items 
such as a cover or a pouch suitable for accommodating the 
interactive electronic device. Therefore by having a particu 
lar cover or pouch representing one user conteXt, placing the 
device such as mobile telecommunications equipment or 
other such devices into the pouch Will cause the physical 
data carrier to be read by the reader located in the device 
Which causes the device to adopt the operational settings 
appropriate for the conteXt Which is represented by the 
particular pouch. The physical data carriers can be included 
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in other equipment such as a device power supply, in a 
device battery charging apparatus, in a device accessibility 
option arrangement such as a hands-free telephone kit or car 
telephone conversion kit, or carried by the users clothing. 
Therefore, merely by presenting a device bene?ting from the 
apparatus of the present invention to such pieces of equip 
ment carrying the physical data carrier it is possible to 
change operational settings such as incoming telephone call 
user alert settings, graphical user interface (GUI) settings, 
voice dial options, message reproduction settings, telephone 
usage access permissions and telephone user directory set 
tings and entries, in such a Way that the settings are 
appropriate for the user context. 

[0019] Where the device is one that is capable of receiving 
data from a push-type data distribution service, the appara 
tus of the present invention may be used to select settings 
that govern Which received information is to be processed. 
For example the apparatus may be used to select settings of 
the device Which relate to ?lter options for incoming infor 
mation made available in a push-type data distribution 
service, in order to regulate the information that is presented 
to the user. 

[0020] In accordance With a second aspect of the present 
invention there is provided a physical data carrier suitable 
for use With the apparatus of the present invention, said data 
carrier carrying information responsive to Which said at least 
one operational setting of the apparatus is implemented. 

[0021] In accordance With a third aspect of the present 
invention there is provided an interactive electronic device 
accessory incorporating a physical data carrier suitable for 
use With the apparatus of the present invention, said data 
carrier carrying information responsive to Which said at least 
one operational setting of the apparatus is implemented. 

[0022] In accordance With a fourth aspect of the present 
invention there is provided a system incorporating the 
apparatus of the present invention and the physical data 
carrier of the present invention. 

[0023] In accordance With a ?fth aspect of the present 
invention there is provided an interactive electronic device 
having at least one setting implemented by apparatus, said 
apparatus comprising: 

[0024] reading means for reading information from a 
physical data carrier; 

[0025] processing means for receiving the informa 
tion read from the carrier by the reading means and 
interpreting said read information; and 

[0026] control means responsive to said processing 
means for implementing the at least one operational 
setting. Optionally part of said apparatus may be 
integrated With the electronic device. 

[0027] In accordance With a siXth aspect of the present 
invention there is provided a method of implementing at 
least one operational setting of an interactive electronic 
device, said method comprising the steps of: 

[0028] 
rier; 

reading information from a physical data car 

[0029] processing the information read from the 
physical data carrier to interpret said read informa 
tion; and 
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[0030] implementing the at least one operational set 
ting of the interactive electronic device in response 
to the interpreted information. 

[0031] The method may further comprise the step of 
Writing information to the physical data ccarrier, the infor 
mation serving to associate said physical data carrier With at 
least one operational setting of the interactive electronic 
device. 

[0032] These and other aspects and optional features 
appear in the appended claims, to Which reference should 
noW be made and the disclosure of Which is incorporated 
herein by reference. 

[0033] Embodiments of the present invention Will noW be 
described by Way of eXample only With reference to the 
accompanying draWings in Which: 

[0034] FIG. 1 shoWs an interactive electronic device pro 
vided With the apparatus of the present invention; 

[0035] FIG. 2 represents the functional component parts 
of the apparatus of the present invention; and 

[0036] FIG. 3 shoWs a case suitable for carrying an 
interactive electronic device, the case being provided With a 
physical data carrier con?gured for operation in accordance 
With the present invention. 

[0037] With reference to FIG. 1, an interactive electronic 
device 1 is provided in the form of mobile telecommunica 
tions equipment (mobile telephone) having a user keypad 2 
and user display 3. A user is able to operate the mobile 
telephone through entering instructions With the keypad 2 
and information about the current status of the telephone is 
provided by display 3. The mobile telephone typically 
provides telecommunication functions such as initiation and 
reception of telephone calls, use of a call ansWering service, 
teXt messaging, e-mail and perhaps access to other infor 
mation via the Wireless applications protocol or other 
suitable protocols, all of Which Will be apparent to the person 
skilled in the art. The device may be provided With further 
communication capabilities in the form of infrared data links 
or links established using the so-called Bluetooth protocol. 
The device may also feature an electronic calendar, diary 
and even one or more user game, as Will also be appreciated 

by the person skilled in the art. 

[0038] The interactive electronic device 1, such as the 
mobile telephone, typically alloWs the user to change device 
settings Which govern the Way in Which the device operates. 
An eXample is Where the user is able to change the type of 
alert used to indicate the occurrence of an incoming tele 
phone call. In some cases the choice of alert may be 
governed by nothing more than a user preference, an 
eXample being Where the user favours one audible alert tone 
over another. In other cases hoWever, a setting may be made 
With the user taking into account other factors such as the 
actual or anticipated user environment. For eXample, if the 
user is located outside in a relatively noisy environment the 
user may set the mobile telephone to indicate the presence 
of an incoming telephone call by producing an audible alert 
at one of the higher available device volume settings. On the 
other hand, if the user is in a meeting, the user may set the 
mobile telephone to indicate the presence of an incoming 
telephone call by producing a visual alert or through causing 
the telephone to vibrate. Each of these latter indications is 
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favoured because they are likely to be less disruptive to other 
people present in the meeting. Clearly the user is making 
device settings depending on the environment or context that 
the user is in or in Which the user expects to ?nd themselves. 

[0039] For a given context a number of device settings 
may be favoured. A user may control these settings by the 
traditional method of navigating a menu system presented 
on the device display 3 by operating the user keypad 2. Since 
the settings may be located in different menus of a structured 
menu system a user Will often be required to perform several 
key presses in order to reach the menu Where the setting is 
located and then to actually change the setting using more 
key presses. Where several settings are to be changed a user 
Will need to perform further key presses. The Whole process 
can become laborious especially Where context is changed 
often. 

[0040] To address this problem, the interactive electronic 
device 1 is provided With apparatus 20 alloWing device and 
user settings to be changed Without the need to interact With 
the menu structure each time settings need to be made, 
although settings can still be changed by use of the keypad 
2 and display 3 if so desired by the user. The apparatus 20 
includes a reader 21 for reading information carried by one 
or more physical data carrier 10. In this embodiment the 
physical data carrier is provided in the form of a tag. 
Presenting a physical data tag 10 to a reader 21 alloWs data 
to be read from the tag 10, Which data is used to change or 
implement one or more setting of the electronic device 
(telephone) 1. 

[0041] FIG. 2 represents the functional elements of the 
apparatus 20 for reading information from the physical tags 
and causing selection of the required device settings. The 
apparatus 20 includes a reader 21, processing means 22 and 
control means 23. Data is read from the physical data carrier 
10 by reader 21 and this data is provided to the processing 
means 22. The processing means 22 interprets the data to 
establish Which, if any, device settings need to be made. 
Once this has been done, the processing means 22 instructs 
the control means 23 to implement necessary device set 
tings, With output control signals 24 being provided to the 
device 1. 

[0042] The apparatus 20 may be provided Wholly or 
partially inside the electronic device 1 since it is possible to 
perform certain functions, such as processing, remote from 
the device to be controlled. In most cases the reader 21 Will 
be provided as an integral part of the device 1. 

[0043] The data carried by the tag 10 can be data including 
one or more of the device settings itself, for example ‘select 
ringer volume level 10’. In this particular case it is merely 
necessary for the processing means 22 to receive this data 
and provide the appropriate instructions to the control means 
23 necessary to implement the device settings. 

[0044] In another arrangement the data carried by the tag 
10 may be merely data that serves to identify the tag. In this 
case there is also provided means for establishing an asso 
ciation betWeen the particular tag identity and one or more 
required device settings. In use the reader 21 reads data 
carried by the tag 10 and provides the data to the processing 
means 22. NoW the processing means 22 takes the data, in 
this case tag identity data and interrogates storage means 25 
Which holds information linking tag identity data With one or 
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more device setting to establish Which device settings are 
associated With a particular tag identity. The results from the 
interrogation process are used by the processing means 22 to 
establish those device settings associated With a particular 
tag identity and Which should therefore be selected or 
implemented and the processing means 22 provides the 
appropriate instructions to the control means 23. The control 
means 23 then implements the necessary device settings by 
providing output control signals 24 to the device 1. Option 
ally, the processing means 22 and control means 23 may be 
regarded as discrete entities or discrete functional elements. 
HoWever, the processing means 22 and control means 23 
may generally be implemented by the same data processing 
device. 

[0045] The storage means 25 of the apparatus may be 
provided With the other parts of apparatus or provided 
remote from the apparatus. In the latter case it is possible for 
the necessary tag and device setting associations to be held 
remotely in a storage means Which may be hosted by a 
service provider or third party. Through this approach a 
service provider is able to make available a selection of 
chosen device settings appropriate for a given context. 
Multiple instances of such selections may be made avail 
able, each instance being suitable for a given context. The 
user can easily access such selections for implementing 
changes in their oWn device. 

[0046] The associations may be held in a look-up table or 
provided in other Ways as Will be apparent to the person 
skilled in the art. 

[0047] With reference to FIG. 3, data tags 10 are provided 
in a mobile phone carrier or pouch 31. The tags are arranged 
in the pouch With a position such that the tag is presented to 
the device tag reader 21 When the (device) mobile telephone 
1 is located inside the pouch 31. By making a particular tag 
resident in a particular pouch, then the action of placing the 
phone into that pouch Will cause the phone to adopt all 
settings associated With the tag of that pouch, through 
processes Which have already been explained above. Hence 
the user is able to associate a particular pouch With a 
particular set of device settings, and the associated context. 

[0048] Auser may posses a number of pouches each With 
its oWn tag. In this case the user is able to con?gure their 
equipment such that putting the phone in a ?rst pouch causes 
the telephone to adopt a number of device settings appro 
priate for the Workplace for example, putting the telephone 
in a second pouch causes the phone to adopt a number of 
device settings appropriate for commuting for example, 
While putting the telephone in a third pouch causes the phone 
to adopt a number of device settings appropriate for a social 
environment and so forth. It is knoWn to provide mobile 
telephone equipment With detachable or interchangeable 
covers alloWing the colour and general look of the telephone 
to be changed simply by selecting a different cover. Gener 
ally a user Will select a particular casing portion due to user 
preference, With consideration to the environment they 
expect to be found in or both. Thus a user might select a 
cover that presents a look suited to their environment, such 
as a look that represents fun, sophistication, practicability 
and so on. LikeWise, the user may noW select a pouch for 
similar sorts or reasons, With the pouch incorporating a 
physical data carrier. HoWever, the act of selecting a pouch 
Will not only cause the telephone to adopt a look suitable for 
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a given environment, but Will also cause device settings of 
the telephone to be altered to be appropriate for that envi 
ronment. Where all of the pouches have a similar appear 
ance, a number of pouches may still be used in order to 
implement device settings associated With the tag of the 
individual pouches. It Would also be possible to provide the 
tags in covers of the type discussed above. Indeed, it is 
possible to provide tags in any interchangeable device 
components or optional device accessories. 

[0049] Thus, the concept may be extended to other device 
accessories, for example a hands-free car telephone kit. 
Normally such kits include a cradle or the like for accom 
modating the mobile telephone and providing various con 
nections necessary for hands free operation. By including a 
tag 10 in the cradle, the reader 21 Would receive information 
from the tag Which alters device settings suitable for hands 
free in car telephone operation. Such settings may govern 
enablement of voice dialling operations, audible incoming 
call alerts rather than visual alerts, audible reproduction of 
text messages or received e-mail messages in preference to 
presentation on the telephone display 3 and so on. Preferred 
settings also exist for other accessories such as user headset 
kits and battery charging apparatus. 

[0050] Returning to the idea of providing a number of 
phone pouches, each With its oWn tag for causing selection 
of a particular group of device settings, one issue that may 
arise is that a user may encounter more than one context 

throughout the day, each requiring a particular set of device 
settings, in Which case it Would appear necessary for the user 
to carry a number of phone pouches around—one for each 
expected context. This Will not alWays be a convenient 
option so in an alternative arrangement a mobile phone 
pouch is provided With more than one tag, each being read 
by the tag reader 21 under control of the user. This may be 
done in a number of Ways such as providing the pouch With 
a movable disc carrying tWo or more tags, alloWing the user 
to rotate the disc and cause a chosen tag to be presented to 
the tag reader for initiating a selection of particular associ 
ated device settings. In another arrangement a user may be 
able to selectively enable or disable each of a number of tags 
provided on the telephone pouch. In yet another arrange 
ment the user may carry around a separate bunch of tags and 
present any one of the tags to the telephone reader in order 
to initiate a selection of particular associated device settings. 
In another arrangement a number of tags are attached to the 
pouch, and the user can choose to present different tags into 
the tag reader at Will. A similar approach may be adopted in 
reducing the number of covers, interchangeable device com 
ponents and accessories that need to be carried by the user. 

[0051] The electronic device may periodically check for 
the presence of tags in the vicinity of the tag reader and the 
frequency at Which this is done Will be governed at least in 
part by an acceptable trade off betWeen hoW often the check 
is required and the demands that each event of checking puts 
on the poWer supply. In order to avoid unnecessary tag 
reading events, a user may initiate a tag reading event 
themselves When they knoW that a tag is in the vicinity of the 
reader or that a different tag has recently been placed in the 
vicinity of the reader. Such initiation may be enabled by 
appropriate operation of the keypad 3. Tag reading may also 
be triggered by other events such as When the telephone is 
initially sWitched on or When the telephone is connected to 
an accessory. Pouches and/or the device 1 may be provided 
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With micro sWitches or other suitable sensors in order to 
detect When a device has been placed in the pouch. 

[0052] The physical data carrier (tag) and data carrier 
reader (tag reader) may take a number of possible forms, 
some of Which Will noW be described. Other forms of tag and 
reader may also be used Without departing from the scope of 
the present invention as Will be appreciated by the person 
skilled in the art. 

[0053] A ?rst example is to provide a physical data carrier 
in the form of a graphical code such as a bar code printed on 
a substrate and to provide a data carrier reader in the form 
of a graphical code reader, such as a bar code reader. Bar 
codes and readers are noW commonplace items. The cost of 
providing the bar codes themselves is very loW and so the 
inclusion of such codes on device accessories such as 
carrying pouches Would be extremely loW. Bar codes are 
hoWever ?xed. Where the bar codes carry only information 
to distinguish that bar code from others, the user merely 
needs to program the device association means to ensure that 
When that particular bar code is read by the reader, the 
required device settings are implemented. The fact that the 
bar code cannot be altered is not an issue as long as the 
device setting associations for a given bar code can be 
tailored to the requirements of the user. In the instance Where 
device accessories are those of the type carrying physical 
data carriers bearing bar codes, it Will be necessary to 
provide each accessory With a selection of different bar 
codes for use With/attachment to the accessory to avoid the 
situation Where a user oWns more than one accessory 

bearing the same bar code (except Where this occurs through 
user choice). Bar codes carrying explicit device setting 
parameters may also be employed although such a scheme 
Will require a large number of bar codes if ?exibility is to be 
maintained. 

[0054] Recent advances in personal computing technology 
have brought about the possibility of individuals printing 
their oWn bar codes. While this avoids a user being restricted 
to using any pre-printed bar codes supplied With the acces 
sory, it also provides a Way for an individual to produce bar 
codes of the type Which may carry information specifying 
one or more device setting explicitly, rather than the need to 
rely on data associating a bar code identity With one or more 
device setting as described in the previous paragraph. 

[0055] Another type of suitable physical data carrier is a 
radio frequency transponder. In general, a transponder is a 
device that Will transmit a signal in response to receiving an 
interrogation signal. The transponders are interrogated by a 
reader Which sends an interrogation signal and receives a 
response transmitted by the transponder. The information 
transmitted by the transponder can include an identity and/or 
data code, depending on the type of transponder used. The 
signals are often carried in the form of magnetic, electrical, 
or electromagnetic propagation. Transponders are com 
monly knoWn as ‘tags’ and tags generally fall into three 
categories; inductive tags, back scatter tags and tWo-Way 
tags. 

[0056] Yet another type of physical data carrier technol 
ogy is the contact-type tag Which relies upon electrical 
contact being made betWeen the tag and the reader. An 
example of such a tag is the iButtonTM available from Dallas 
Semiconductors. Typically the tags comprise of circuitry 
(hereinafter a ‘chip’) provided in a small button-like casing, 
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although the chips are available separately for building into 
an alternative casing of the users choice. The chips are 
provided With a unique identity and include non-volatile 
re-Writable storage. Each chip can be read by establishing 
just tWo electrical contacts betWeen the reader and chip. By 
making contact betWeen the chip and reader, the chip is 
provided With poWer from the reader and information is read 
from the chip via the same contacts. The time required to 
read the identity of the chip is typically a feW milliseconds 
so momentary contact betWeen the chip (tag) and reader Will 
be suf?cient to provide correct operation in accordance With 
the present invention. The occurrence of the tag being placed 
in a reader can be detected through the tag draWing poWer. 
The initial draWing of poWer, as occurs When the tag is 
placed in the reader can be used to trigger reading of the tag, 
thereby obviating the need to periodically activate the reader 
merely to check if a tag is placed in the reader, as is the case 
With a bar code and RF tag types. Therefore use of contact 
type tag technologies can result in loWer overall poWer 
consumption in comparison With other tag technologies 
Which can be useful in mobile applications having eXhaust 
ible poWer supplies. Contact type technologies are also loW 
cost and the tags lend themselves to being included in 
interchangeable accessories. Furthermore the tag readers can 
be made at loW cost since they merely require a suitable 
electrical contact arrangement. For in the case of those 
device chipsets having a serial I/O capability, the cost of 
interfacing the tag reader contacts With the chipsets is also 
very loW because the additional components required may 
amount to little more than a resistor. 

[0057] The physical form of the contact tag reader 
depends on the physical form of the contact tags themselves, 
and any suitable contact arrangement capable of establishing 
at least momentary contact betWeen tag and reader may be 
used. Bearing in mind that the chips may be embedded into 
Whatever design of tag the user prefers, the number of 
possibilities as far as physical tag and tag reader design is 
concerned is large. 

[0058] Other types of tag technology that could possibly 
be employed include magnetic loop tags, such as tags 
relying on passive read-only magnetically-coupled inductive 
loops Which have individual characteristic resonant frequen 
cies. These are loW-cost and commonly available. The ?at 
loop coils may be around 15 mm by 15 mm in siZe although 
the Holotag LFM HT12 tags have coils Which are 10 mm in 
diameter and 1 mm thick and are available to provide 
hundreds of different tag identities. 

[0059] Alternative data carrier technology suitable for use 
With the present invention includes chip cards, magnetic 
stripes and so forth. In most cases it is preferable that the 
tags are robust, Washable and may be encapsulated Where 
necessary in plastic. 

[0060] The present invention may be used in conjunction 
With additional subject matter from pending US. patent 
application Ser. No. 09/635548 ?led in the name of Philips 
Electronics North America Corporation on Aug. 10, 2000 
(attorney docket reference PH US000107), the teaching of 
Which is incorporated herein by reference and from Which 
the present application claims priority. That application 
describes a method and apparatus for offering services to 
users of electronic equipment, especially to services for 
users of mobile devices such as mobile phones. The mobile 
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communication device receives a short-range Wireless facili 
tation signal Which is transmitted by nearby beacons. The 
facilitation signal initiates association of the facilitation 
signal With a service. HoWever, the user is not alWays alerted 
to the availability of such services but is conditionally 
alerted depending on a presently selected user pro?le, or 
conteXt. If the service associated With the facilitation signal 
matches a service of the presently selected user-pro?le, the 
user gets alerted to the service via the device, for eXample, 
by a teXt message generated on a display of the communi 
cation device. If the service does not match one of those 
speci?ed in the pro?le, the user does not get alerted. The user 
pro?le may be programmable and a number of pro?les may 
be created the user selecting the required pro?le depending 
on their present environment. For eXample, the user can 
specify a conteXt Which includes the enablement of a shop 
ping mode - facilitation signals that are associated With a 
shopping activity thus cause the user to be alerted of certain 
nearby goods. In this case, hoWever, the settings of the 
device may be used to govern Which available services are 
brought to the attention of the user, as Well as governing the 
behaviour of the device itself, such as the type of alert tones 
employed. 
[0061] We noW consider a scenario Where a user is pro 
vided With the above described arrangement of a device 
bene?ting from the services described in US. patent appli 
cation Ser. No. 09/635548 and the present invention. Auser 
leaves for Work in the morning and chooses to travel by 
train. Prior to departing the user has put their mobile 
communications device (mobile telephone) into a rugged 
protective pouch Which is ?tted With a tag carrying an 
identity corresponding to the context ‘commute’. At an 
earlier time the user has performed the task of selecting a 
number of device settings appropriate for commuting such 
as having incoming telephone calls trigger a loW level 
audible alert and causing the telephone to vibrate. The user 
has also performed the task of indicating those service 
categories in Which they Will be interested When travelling. 
An eXample of such a service Would be the broadcast of 
local travel neWs or general daily neWs information, Which 
information may be delivered by means readable by the 
device. Therefore, as the user enters the railWay station and 
such information becomes available, as indicated by facili 
tation signals from short-range beacons, the communica 
tions device Will bring the availability of the information to 
the users attention, as Well as the information itself. Any 
other information Which is available but not falling into a 
category or categories of interest in accordance With the 
currently selected pro?le Will not be brought to the attention 
of the user. All of these device and user settings are 
implemented merely through the single act of placing the 
communications device in the rugged protective pouch 
Which initiates the communications device to read the data 
carrier located in the pouch that happens to carry an identity 
causing the selection of the context ‘commute’ and associ 
ated device settings. 

[0062] NoW assume that the user has arrived at the Work 
place. The user is no longer interested in up to date travel 
neWs and is more interested in current events in the ?nancial 
market. The user removes the communications device from 
the rugged carrying case and places it into a lightWeight 
pouch having a more formal appearance. The lightWeight 
pouch also has a physical data carrier ?tted but of a different 
identity Which corresponds to a ‘Work’ conteXt. Once again, 
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at an earlier time the user has performed the task of selecting 
a number of device settings appropriate for the Workplace 
such as having incoming telephone calls trigger a very loW 
level audible alert accompanied by a visual alert in the form 
of a ?ashing light. The user has also performed the task of 
indicating one or more service category of interest - in this 
case the ?nancial marketplace. NoW the communications 
device Will bring to the attention of the user the availability 
of ?nancial market information, as Well as the information 
itself. As before, any other information Which is available 
but not falling into the category or categories of interest 
speci?ed in accordance With the currently selected pro?le 
Will not be brought to the attention of the user. 

[0063] Finally, consider the situation of the user after Work 
in a social setting. NoW the user is interested in the latest 
football scores and Wants everyone else in the room to be 
aWare that he has a mobile telecommunications device. In 
this case the user places the mobile telecommunications 
device into a bright yelloW carrying case Which is suitable 
for mounting on a belt. The bright yelloW carrying case is 
also ?tted With a physical data carrier but this data carrier 
has a different identity Which corresponds to the context 
‘social’. At an earlier time the user has performed the task 
of selecting a number of device settings he chooses to 
consider appropriate for this context such as having incom 
ing telephone calls trigger an audible alert at the highest 
available volume level. The user has also performed the task 
of indicating those service categories of interest in the 
‘social’ context, in this case those services relating to 
football scores. The user has also indicated other services of 
interest and throughout the evening receives appropriate 
information, for example information draWing their atten 
tion to the availability of drinks at promotional prices in a 
nearby bar for the next half hour. Once again, all of these 
settings are implemented merely through the single act of 
placing the communications device in the bright yelloW 
pouch Which initiates the communications device to read the 
data carrier located in the pouch that happens to carry an 
identity causing the selection of the context ‘social’ and 
associated device settings. 

[0064] While the present invention has been primarily 
described for use With an electronic device in the form of 
mobile telecommunication equipment, this in not to be 
construed as a limitation and the equipment may take the 
form of other electronic devices such as pagers, personal 
digital assistants (PDA’s) Wearable computing equipment 
and so forth. While contexts and pro?les are described as 
determining preferred device settings, other parameters 
Which may be more often thought of as personal settings, for 
example address book entries and WAP broWser bookmarks 
may be selected depending on the context or pro?le pres 
ently chosen. The phone jacket (or other device accessory) 
may be provided With a Wired interface to the device, Which 
Would alloW the accessory to carry a SIM card or the like 
containing tables indicating preferred device settings and 
push-technology service ?ltering/con?guration information. 
An example of a Wired interface is a serial interface. 

[0065] The settings may be stored in memory of the device 
or in removable storage such as SIM cards. The settings 
appropriate for a given user pro?le or context may be 
modi?able on the device itself - via the user interface. The 
settings may be modi?able or doWnloaded from a computer. 
In any case, although the changes may be triggered at the 
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device, the actual settings may be completely or partly 
stored and manipulated on a central database or server. 

[0066] Certain types of physical data carriers may be 
programmed to alter at least some of the data stored therein. 
Indeed the carriers may contain ?xed data such as a unique 
identity and also data that may be Written to the device, such 
as further identity information or other data suitable for 
governing the operation of the electronic device. 

[0067] The physical data carriers may be carried on or in 
any suitable feature such as removable covers, pouches/ 
jackets, antennas, batteries or device accessories. Each of 
these may be identi?ed by the user With the aid of colour, 
texture, shape, design, text or graphics to quickly alloW the 
user to associate the given item to be associated With a 
pro?le or set of user preferences. The data carriers may store 
the actual settings and/or merely carry an identity causing 
implementation of settings through a process of associating 
the identity With the particular settings to be implemented. 

[0068] Indeed, the physical data carriers may be carried on 
or in other items. For example a bag maybe provided With 
a physical data carrier, so that When an electronic device is 
placed in the bag, the device reads the data carrier and adopts 
particular settings. Furthermore, conference areas or confer 
ence desks may be provided With data carriers so that When 
the electronic device is in the conference area or placed on 
the conference desk, the device reads the data carrier and 
adopts particular settings. 
[0069] Physical data carriers may also be provided in 
garments, such as in a pocket of a garment, so that When the 
electronic device is placed in the pocket, the device reads the 
data carrier and adopts particular settings. By providing a 
number of such pockets in a garment, With each pocket 
having a data carrier to invoke particular device settings, 
each pocket may correspond to a particular user context. In 
one example, placing the device in a certain pocket indicates 
that the user is busy and so should not be interrupted. It Will 
be noted that the present invention often alloWs for appro 
priate settings of a device to be selected through natural 
actions of a user. For example, placing a device in a bag 
provided With a physical data carrier could cause the volume 
of an incoming call audiable alert tone to be increased 
automatically. Similarly, placing the device on a conference 
room desk provided With a physical data carrier could cause 
an incoming call audiable alert tone to be reduced in volume 
or disabled. In this Way, device settings are selected that are 
appropriate to the context through natural actions of a user. 

[0070] From reading the present disclosure, other modi 
?cations Will be apparent to persons skilled in the art. Such 
modi?cations may involve other features Which are already 
knoWn in the design, manufacture and use of systems and 
devices and component parts thereof and Which may be used 
instead of or in addition to features already described herein. 

1. Apparatus for implementing at least one operational 
setting of an interactive electronic device, said apparatus 
comprising: 

reading means for reading information from a physical 
data carrier; 

processing means for receiving the information read from 
the carrier by the reading means and interpreting said 
read information; and 
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control means responsive to said processing means for 
implementing the at least one operational setting. 

2. The apparatus of claim 1 Wherein said information 
includes data specifying the at least one required device 
setting. 

3. The apparatus of claim 1 Wherein said information 
includes data carrier identity information. 

4. The apparatus of claim 3 and further comprising 
association means for associating said data carrier identity 
information With an at least one of the required device 
settings, Wherein receipt of said carrier identity information 
by the processing means initiates implementation of the said 
at least one of the device settings. 

5. The apparatus of claim 4 Wherein said association 
means includes storage means for holding data linking each 
data carrier identity With at least one corresponding device 
setting. 

6. The apparatus of claim 5 Wherein said storage means is 
provided in the interactive electronic device. 

7. The apparatus of claim 1 Wherein said physical data 
carrier is a radio frequency identi?cation (RFID) tag and 
said reading means is con?gured for interrogating such tags. 

8. The apparatus of claim 1 Wherein said physical data 
carrier bears a graphical pattern carrying information and 
said reading means is con?gured for reading the patterns. 

9. The apparatus of claim 1 Wherein said physical data 
carrier is provided in the form of a contact tag and said 
reading means is con?gured for reading information from 
such tags. 

10. The apparatus of claim 1 Wherein said physical data 
carrier is incorporated in an accessory usable With the 
interactive electronic device. 

11. The apparatus of claim 1 Wherein said physical data 
carrier is incorporated in a cover or a pouch suitable for 
accommodating the interactive electronic device, in a device 
poWer supply, in a device battery charging apparatus, in a 
device accessibility option arrangement such as a hands-free 
telephone kit or car telephone conversion kit, or carried by 
the users clothing. 

12. The apparatus of claim 1 Wherein the apparatus is 
con?gured to select settings of the device Which include 
incoming telephone call user alert settings, graphical user 
interface (GUI) settings, voice dial options, message repro 
duction settings, telephone usage access permissions and 
telephone user directory settings and entries. 

13. The apparatus of claim 1 Wherein the apparatus is 
con?gured to select settings of the device Which include 
setting of ?lter options for incoming information made 
available in a push-type data distribution service. 

14. The apparatus of claim 1 and further comprising 
Writing means for Writing information to a physical data 
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carrier, said information serving to associate said physical 
data carrier With at least one operational setting of the 
interactive electronic device. 

15. The apparatus of claim 1 Wherein said interactive 
electronic device is a telecommunications device, personal 
digital assistant (PDA), Global Positioning System (GPS) 
data receiver or computer. 

16. A physical data carrier suitable for use With the 
apparatus of claim 1 and carrying information responsive to 
Which said at least one operational setting of the apparatus 
is implemented. 

17. An interactive electronic device accessory incorporat 
ing a physical data carrier suitable for use With the apparatus 
of claim 1, said data carrier carrying information responsive 
to Which said at least one operational setting of the apparatus 
is implemented. 

18. A system incorporating the apparatus of claim 1 and 
the physical data carrier of claim 16. 

19. An interactive electronic device having at least one 
operational setting implemented by apparatus, said appara 
tus comprising: 

reading means for reading information from a physical 
data carrier; 

processing means for receiving the information read from 
the carrier by the reading means and interpreting said 
read information; and 

control means responsive to said processing means for 
implementing the at least one operational setting. 

20. An interactive electronic device in accordance With 
claim 19, Wherein at least part of said apparatus is integral 
With said electronic device. 

21. A method of implementing at least one operational 
setting of an interactive electronic device, said method 
comprising the steps of: 

reading information from a physical data carrier; 

processing the information read from the physical data 
carrier to interpret said read information; and 

implementing the at least one operational setting of the 
interactive electronic device in response to the inter 
preted information. 

22. The method of claim 21 and further including the step 
of Writing information to a physical data carrier, said infor 
mation serving to associate said physical data carrier With at 
least one operational setting of the interactive electronic 
device. 


